Illustrate p. 887. Young man.

Complication to suicide.

PG 62

Illustrate at the

well -

PG 69 - (The cow-birding + 1)

82 - Illustrate the encounter

at the sluice or

83 - a home-scene

99 / White house + store

together

Indian beliefs, etc.

104 + 105 The Raft
109 - The night attack

on 3 Indians

111 - The battle of
Kinsor - The finding
of the Indian woman's
teen

Pg. 113 - The 6'hst
who "took the town"

116 - The 6 year old Child - a Spirit -

118 - The faithful horse - crossing the Payette
118 Oct 119-
The Robbers

119
Mountain Charlie—long
wind half tree

122—A heroic wife
of mighty defense of her
mother

126—The Years and the
Robbers

The Happy Home—1759.
1294/18D The succeed

Meurt

181 - Marine point

120 - Meeting his father

after the fire

1444 - The first day going down

151 - Wife coming to the door

159 - The lady putting back the battle ray
alone with her

166. Delivering up
The key to

171. The wild man
in a new place!

181. The veiled woman

184. The shaw-lin to.
Pg 21. Illustrate. Old fort. Gah 7
man emerging from ar.

Page 22. Illustrate

Describe the Hudson Bay
Boat approaching the canoe
and the man in the canoe
with act of shooting.

Illustrate

Page 27. The Indians attacking
the Camp.

Pg 24. Illustrate the excitement
at Hold Ye.

Pg 42. Yellows. Roy Ye.
186 - The gambling tab - how neat was.

158 - Mrs. Toche & Mrs. Christian gifts.

192 - The up-rock-wagon.

197 - W. R. 
The sermon: seek first the Kingdom.
209. The Indian scout as equipped for the field.

210. Meeting the "cowboys." "

211. Confering with the Indian runners and scouts.

212. (10d) Meeting the warriors.

219-215. Moses Lodge

218- The scouts' prayer (alone.)
222. Right to live
snow (lost)

223. This is the
Goldville jail.

224. Moses at Mill
Shoo farm house.

225. Murder of the Perkins family
at N = (flagged trail).

227. Among the Rathbournes
228 - The dog-sacrifice in an Ipal Camp.

230 - The mock-bear + the secret in a tent

233 - The Indian prophet + in Grant (The Little Child's Insecurity)

235 - The ice-bridge + snow

237 - The Indian chief bitting his arm in council

239 - The end of tales, the coppery companion - McHana grave
242. Than by Cohn deserted a conference.

248. The material snowdrops what happened.

244 & 245
Meeting behind stranger fading feet.

244.

The unbroken grasp - horse now known & conquered.
For some must vain to hurt me to the ground.

251. Catherine said, 'The loaded maces again.'
285: Sudden appearance
- The Camp of the
refugees - (Park & Bancroft)